Contact Details:

Flight options

(All prices are quoted per person)

Scenic
1. Scenic Flight:

R980

From Dragon Peaks up to the main escarpment and
back. Approx. 15 minute flight

,2. Champagne Stopover:

Cellphone : +27 (0) 83 652 7493
Facsimile
: +27 (0) 36 468 1104
E-mail : info@bergflying.co.za

R1,300

The same route as a scenic but we land on the
Little Berg at around 7000ft for a glass of bubbly.
Approx. 20 minute flight + 10 minute stopover

3. RoundTrip:

R2,000

4. Champagne to Mweni:

R3,700

A flight along the escarpment with a Champagne
landing. Approx. 40 min flight + 10 minute stopover

Your Helicopter Specialists
in the Drakensberg and
Northern KZN

All flights are subject to Weather and Pilots discretion
Rates will be quoted per hour or part therof.

Operating from Dragon Peaks Mountain Resort N235D/G869D

A 1 hour flight along the escarpment with a landing
in the stunning Mweni area north of Cathedral
Peak. Approx. 1 hour flying + a 10 minute stopover

5. Romantic Mountain Picnic for two: R5,000
Get flown into the mountains and dropped off for
a picnic for two.  (needs to be booked 48hrs in
advance)

6. Helibiking: (minimum of 4 riders)

R2,000

We fly you, your bike and a guide up into the mountains for a legendary mountain bike ride down in
conjunction with Rockslide Mountain Biking.

Excursions
1. Game reserves: Fly to one of a number of local

game parks, then join a professional ranger for a
game drive or a horseback ride.

2. Battle Fields: fly to any number of battle fields
in Northern Natal where you will be met by a guide
that will give you a recount of the historic battle.Tell
us what you want to see and we will arrange it.

3. Golf Tours: get flown to any number of golf
courses along the berg.

Charter
1. Airport transfers: to / from Pietermaritzburg,
Ladysmith or Durban.

2. Private charters: to any destination of your
choice or ask us to create a unique package.

Please note: All prices subject to change, please
contact us to verify the latest pricing. Flights subject
to minimum passenger numbers.

GPS co-ordinates:
S29 00’57” E29 26’11”
MAC DESIGNS 082 414 7491

WESTLINE HELICOPTERS
Your Helicopter Specialists in the
Drakensberg and Northern KZN

Why fly?

Experience the thrill of a helicopter flight

Nothing can match the totally exhilarating experience of flying in a helicopter. So sit back and enjoy
the scenery with our helicopter flights. They are guaranteed to satisfy and excite!

It doesn’t take an adventurous spirit to enjoy a helicopter tour. If you’ve ever taken a
charter flight you know that air travel is perfectly safe, but helicopters are more exciting, and far more than just mere transportation. Although, they do meet the demands of
transportation services.

Do you dream of taking to the skies, but want to try it
in an unique way?

We are not just a tour and charter company, we offer a variety of services.
Below are a few of the options on offer:
• Aerial Photography and surveying
• Aerial Security
• VIP and Corporate Transport
• Private Charters
• Wedding Flights
• Tours
• Damage Assessment
• Pipe and Powerline Inspections
• Stock Theft Recovery
• Geographical Inspections
• Or give us a call and we will cater to your unique requirements

There’s nothing quite like the thrill of vertical flight,
you will experience a real adrenaline rush during a
helicopter flight. It is Ideal for anyone looking for a
truly unique experience, we offer a number of helicopter flights that are sure to put your head in the
clouds.
Usually reserved for the rich and famous, you can become a high flyer for the day with a helicopter flight
experience. Your heart will race as the blades begin
to spin and you are lifted gracefully into the air, before cutting through the clouds at close to 200kph.
Whether you decided to hover over the magnificent
countryside of Northern KZN or soar above the Drakensberg peaks, you will get the opportunity to view
truly breathtaking sights from a unique perspective.
A helicopter flying experience is guaranteed to leave
you feeling sky high, so take an exhilarating flight
with Westline Aviation amongst the soaring Peaks of
the Drakensberg or the magnificent countryside of
Northern KZN.

